
Comandodos 

 
Introduction  

Comandodos is a real time strategy game in which the ultimate goal is to go the way of the dodo. 

However that doesn’t mean these dodos can’t put up a fight! 

Lets meet the team 

 

The Normal Dodo : this dodo has no special powers but can evolve into either s tubby dodo or a 

flaming dodo at the press of a button! 

 

The Tubby Dodo: This dodo is extremely... well tubby and so he attracts many predators to him he 

might not be fast but he can lure the monsters away from the rest of your herd just long enough to 

let your flock escape! Tubby dodo can also turn into explododo at the touch of a button  

[with normal dodo selected press T to evolve into a tubby dodo] 

  

 

The flame dodo: this crazy dodo likes to set himself on fire. This makes him run very fast for a short 

period of time and can scare away advancing predators. Unfortunately flame dodo doesn’t live long 

as when you play with fire you will only get burned! The flame dodo can turn into a commandodo at 

the press of a button [with a normal dodo selected press the F button to evolve into a commandodo 

 



The Explododo: this more evolved form of a tubby dodo is packed full of explosives. His philosophy is 

that if he is going down he is taking everyone with him! Just be careful with explododo as he 

explodes on contact with an enemy but can also cause a chain reaction with other explododos 

nearby. 

  

The commandodo: the commandodo has exchanged his flaming appearance for a jet pack! When he 

gets going there is no stopping him. The commandodo will take out anything within a straight line in 

front of him until he runs out of fuel and crashes.  

 

 

 

Enimy units 

The Bat: a crazy hoarding unit they aint afraid of no ghosts. 

 

The Snake: some say it’s a yellow sperm with brows but who 

am I to judge? 



 

 

 

Controls 

 Move the mouse to the edge of the screen to move the camera around the map 

Left click on a dodo to select 

drag left click will select multiple units 

right click will move selected units 

 

Right clicking on an enemy while the commandodo is selected will send the commandodo on his 

suicide run! 

The goal of the game is to try not to get extinct any time soon but that’s easier said than done! 

Good luck! You WILL need it. 


